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Abstract 

A series of particle-in-cell computer simulations 
is used to examine the self-consistent nonlinear 
behavior of an intense charged particle beam in a 
pei,iodic salenoidal transport system. The detailed 
parameters of the transport system, such as the model 
for the focusing-magnet fields, as well as the 
location of the bounding conducting pipe, have been 
chosen :o facilitate a direct comparison to 
experImenta results obtained from the University of 
iildrylard intense beam transport experiment. 

Introduction 

The University of Maryland Transport Experiment 
is a research facility designed to investigate the 
fundamental nonlinear physics associated with the 
transport of very low ernittance charged particle beams 
in a periodically focused channel. The experiment 
am?;oys :I low emittance beam of low energy :5 KeV) 
electrons, focused in a periodic array of solenoldal 
magnets, as a low cost test-bed on which to do sealed 
experlme8its. 

?ecent experimental 132 and simulation 3 studies 
have not identified any limit on the intensities of a 
beam which can be transported in an idealized focllsing 
system w:tho?(t suffering substantial emittance growth. 
Lt is tnerefore likely that any limits on beam 
intensity are imposed by deviations from ideal 
oekavior in the transport system such as focusing lm?ns 
and image force nonlinearities. Because of the 
careful measurements woich have been made of the 
magnet characteristics , the Maryland experiment is 
particularly suited to examining the consequences of 
Iens nonlinnarities in limiting beam intensity. 

Simulations5 uhich examine the characteristics of 
=. io;r enittance beam propagating in a periodic thin 
lens solenoidal channel with an imposed cubic 
focusing-force r.onlinearity force have found that, for 
th.e parameters of the experiment, little emittance 
gr.>w:i is expected. The emittance growth and beam 
loss observed in the Maryland experiment are therefore 
likely t? be :!I% consequence of some ccmbinatioc of 
factors :s~~?il iis beam misalignment nnd mismatch in the 
presence of lens nonlineari:ies, especially in the 
regior, nea- the source and in tie initial matching 
1 enses 

.In orlif?~ to isolate the consequences of various 
possible ‘:‘a11scs of emlttance growth, the Maryland 
experiment has been carefully aligned and modified to 
allow LP.c c;ys t-yn;:,ic introduction of an offset in tte 
gun Strb?tdr~. ii’hen combined with the introcuction of 
3c apertur? ,w’nlli: limits the beam radius, and the 
xhilitp t? -,:<:‘y the streng:h of the matching lenses, 
zo:midrra!-!iJ flcxlbility has beer obtained in 
islla:ing t9t’ ~:a,~ses of any emittance growth. 
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The simulation code has also been modified to 
include a detailed model of the magnetic lens 
characteristics. The beam particles are integrated in 
the laboratory frame, rather than in the rotating 
Larmor frame, so that it should be possible tc 
construct a relatively complete model, ;ncorporating 
major details of the experiment. Preliminary results 
are presented which compare behavior of the computer 
code and the experiment in overlapping parameter 
regimes. 

Simulation Yodel 

3ecause the considerable simplificaticns which 
are effected by transforming into the Larmor frame are 
not appropriate to the study of an off-centered beam 
in the presence of nonlinearities in the focusing 
magnets, the SHIFTXY simulation code has been modified 
to integrate the particle orbits in t:he laboratory 
frame. The symmetric half-Egfjeld particle pushing 
algorithm described by Boris is used to integrate the 
particle orbits. Velocity centering, which is 
necessary for establishing the initial conditicns, and 
for diagnostics, was performed using one-half of the 
split algorithm, as suggested by Langdon’, rather than 
the full algorithm applied for half a timestep. The 
magnetic field is explicitly calculated at each 
particle position using the series expansion: 

$ 11 4 
az(r,z) = B (0,~) - q B (0,~) + i4B “‘!O,z> 

3 
Br(r,z) = - c B (0,~) + CT P 

1 , t 

2 lb (O,z) 

wiltire B(O,z) is the centered axial magnetic field. 
The fourth order series expansion identically 
preserves zero divergence of B and preserves the curl 
to fifth order. Bio,z) is modelled using the analytic 
form : 

* -2 
B e- ; $1 

HL(O,Z) = O 
2 

1 + (?, 

where b=Z.29 cm and a=4.4 cm. This analytic form is 
based on detailed qasurements of the centered axial 
field by Loschialpo . Measurements of the radial 
field at a 1 .D cm radius, which is approximately the 
maximum beam radius expected, ho’dever, agree with the 
analytic calculation to within the experimental 
errors, even when no free parameters, except fcr the 
peak field amplitude on axis, are introduced. 

Extensive r.umeri -al ‘ests ha;,? been performed to 
determine a reliable range of’ numerical parameters. 
The step size in the leapfrogged time integration has 
tc be carefully chosen in order to model the 
relatively rapid variation in applied magnetic field 
dt the beam edge, Since this rapidity of variation is 
dependent on radius, the time step necessary for 
accurate simulation depends on the maximum beam radius 
during the simulation. It was therefore found prudent 
to test the dependence of beam emittance growth on 
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txest,ep f,>t, ~arametcr-s typical of the experiment. 
Step sires corresponding tc 37 or 64 steps per magnet 
peri.jd i;ere, depending on beam radius, genarslly found 
lidequate to prevent ~nnmolous enlttance growth. 

Slmuiat:on Results -- 

Whi ?e tie emittarcc grovth observed in the 
3 until it eons ifepc,nds on the beam intensity, beam 
r 3’1 1 IS , -ini t-If.: n~g,‘?~ of bean mism2itch, as well as 
diigrcc of rolsn: ignment, cmittance growths observe-i 
h’<Jr-‘d &i?r, .r,ally 

h 
no’, ,as great 3s thi? factor cf 1 .7 

rc~[“):‘ted fi:r‘ ttic ,-‘x[;crimtSnt,. 
2.0 
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i; 
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F i g. 1 . Evolution of the x and y rms emittances for a 
I’/0 nA beam with an Iniiial Semi-Gaussian 
distribution, rms-matched to a linear chiinnel. 
The m?tched beam ra;llus is .95 cm at a beam .tiaist 
and 1 .OS cm at the lens centers. Initial 
nmittnnce i; 0.082 mm-rad and the phase advance 
per cell 70 . 

FIgtIre I :i:~ows the evolution of a 170 mA beam, 
mat,c!leti t0 a linenr channel, as it propaglt+s down the 
transport system. The intial beam distribution is 
semi-GaI.l:r:;i.?n !uniform Ln conf:guratlon spa-e CRUs313n 
in veloc1t.y) vith the beam initialized at a waist with 
? rddi,Js 0.95-m and a corresponding maximum radius at 
the bean center, a half period later, of 1.C8. The 
ernitiancn diagnostic 1s calculated :r. the Larmor 
f’r:imc, define3 by the longitudinal field at the beam 
center, so that the 3r;ginal orientation cf any 
nnisntropies :an be tracked. 

The apprcximately 30% emictance growth 
:s consistent with those previously reported Q”‘I;‘:;“:, 
thin lens model with an imposed third order 
nonlinearity, but detailed comparisons are difficult 
beCa,JSe of the differences in the model. Since the 
benm radius 1s as great as any of the maximum radii 
encountered, even iJhen the matching lenses of the 
oxperi-nent are incl.uded, the ma&net nonlir.earities 
sampled by the beam are as great as sampled by the 
be.lr, in t:ne other runs to be presented. This means 
that the numerical requirements cf this run are the 
most severe of any performed, and the emittance growth 
observed should be near the upper limit on what can be 
tixpeeted in the range of experimental parameters 
cons Ldered , with’out invoking misn.atch or mis,ilignment. 
A s:mulation with the same ratio of cllrrent to 
emittance but at. a radi.is 213 as great shows an 
emittanc 

5 
growth of ‘I’%, which is also 2onsister.t with 

orevious observations. 

Figure ? shows the x and y rms err.ltl;anczs under 
conditions which attempt to closely approximate those 
reported in the experiment. The 160 ma current, the 
values of both the transport system lenses and the 
matching lenses, and radius have been chosen 
to mat-n the reported 

$he pipe 
values. The approximately 25% 

emlttance growth observed appears to be primarily a 

consequence of the beam nlsmatch in t?e presence of 
the magnet nonlinearit,ies. 

2*o* 
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the x and y rms emittances for a 
‘60 mA benm with an initial emittance of 0.085 
mm-rad. The magnet lers valves, including the 
matchir.g lenses, and the Location of the 
cond:icting pipe, are set to match the values of 
the experimental valJes reported. 

Figure 3 is a plot of tne beam radius during transit 
of the matching lenses and the first three transport 
system lenses. The lower curve of the two plotted 
corresponds to the rms Scam radius, and the upper, to 
tie radius of the outermost particle at, t.h.it time. 
The beam is initialized at a 0.68 cm rad:us and 
travels l/4 perlsd !)efore er1ter:r.g :he first matching 
ler.s, whose center is 10.2 from th? initial position. 
Al: lenses are then separated by 13.6 cm. Th.? first 
two, matching, lenses are, respectively, 1 .15 and 0.92 
times the strength of the other lenses in the trarvsprt 

system. From Fig. 3 IL LS eviden: that the oeam is 
mlsmatched and that the beam envelo:pe variations are 
most rapid in the region of the matching lenses. 

- 2.25 
PERIMIS 

Fig. j. Evolution of the beam radids in the matching 
lenses and t!le first three transport lenses. Th 12 
lower curve is the rms radi:is ,and t-he !ipper curve 
the pcsition of the outermost part:cle. Both are 
norma!:zed to the initial vallie. 1, $ n s c 9 n t t? !- 5 
are at half-integral values of th? abscissa. 

The importarce of the lens nonlinoarities in 
causing this emittance growth is supported by the 
sinulaticn, shown in Fig. 4, which uses th? same 
parameters, but with the magnet nonllnearities 
artificially reduced in the code;. In the absence of 
the lens nonlinearities no emittance growth LS 
observed. 

Since the emittanze growth observed in at:emp+ ing ~ 
to reproduce the experimental characteristics is less 
than tne factor Of 1 .i’ reported for the experiment, an 
initial 2 mm cffset was introduced to determine the 
sensitivity of the emittance growth to misalignment. 
The resulting beha\ri,or is shown in the rms emittances 
plotted in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 4. Emittance variation for tne same data as in 
Fig. 2 except tnat the lens nonlicearities have 
been artificially reduced in the code. 
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Fig. 5. Emittance growth for the same parameters as 
in Fig. 2 but with the beam initially offset by 
2 mm. 

It is to be noted that tie emittance growth is 
now greater in the x direction, which is the directicn 
of the offset. However, the total growth observed is 
still some.tihat less than the 1.7 reported 
experimentally. 

A 223 mA beam, with an initial 0.092 mm-rad 
emi ttance showed an emittance growth of approximately 
30%. In tn:s case also, the modest emittance growth 
observed is less than reported in the experiment. 
Furthermore , apparently because the beam match has 
been someuha t improved, the cmrttance growth is 
comparable to tne 160 ma case, aespite a greater beam 
intznsity and more current in tne beam which can 
expand the ecges of the beam further into the region 
of non;irear foeusing forces. 

Conclusions 

Severai of the large number of the simulations 
run nave been shown to illustrate various featiu-es 
thdt t?e exist;ng nuaericdl program exhibits in the 
simulation of the University of Maryland Transport 
Experiment. Tlie number of simulations run in turn 
represent only ,a small sampling of the parameter space 
which should be explored in order to effect a 
systematic comparison betweer. the cede results on one 
i-and ant the experiment on the other. 

Discrepancies remain :o be resolved between the 
iower emittance growths reported here and the 
exper;ment. > f;lrther discre anzy exists with the 
simulnt:.ons reported by Prier !3 , w,no reports simulation 
emitl,ance growths far greater than seen here. There 
dre several possible causes of emittance growth that 
can be conjeczured and more work certainly remains in 
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A systematic examination of the parametric 
dependence of beam emittance growth on both the degree 
of mismatch and beam offset can be carried on in 
parallel with a similar examination in the experiment. 
It should also be possible to measure parameters, such 
as emittance variation along the transport system, in 
order to further isolate the causes of emittance 
growth in the experiment. This type of systematic 
comparison it is hoped will provide a useful benchmark 
of the ability of the simulation code to reproduce the 
details of the experiment, so that the better 
diagnostics pcssible in the numerical method can be 
exploited to provide a detailed understanding of the 
nonlinear physics involved in the transport of intense 
beams. 
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